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1. Judgment is Hard
Judgment is the act of picking which of a
set of objects or persons is good or the
best.

First Proof
Supposing there are three laptops in the
market from Factory A, Factory B and
Factory C. Intel (a computer company)
must have done a good job in teaching the
three factories and the laptops are all
good (last five years, all come with
Windows).
One might indeed be better than the
other: Factory B might not have paid their
staff wages properly and in fact Factory C
might have suggested some things to
Intel, the source of computers on earth.

This information about the three factories
would most likely not be known by the
buyers.

Second Proof
You might have seen a young person pick
another young person for marriage. Then
after some years in marriage, they decide
to get a divorce.

Third Proof
Note: Two proofs is usually enough.
Electricity shocks a person if touched.
And if there is too much exposure to
electricity, there could be death.

Electricity is much needed on Earth to run
machines.
So therefore, something that is good could
also have bad properties.

Fourth Proof
This earth was created to test people,
objects and ideas before taking them to
heaven.
None of us can build an earth.

2. There are more Males
than Females
First Proof
Humans on earth are workers. So there
are more male jobs than female jobs.
Male jobs include: Factory, Buildings,
Agriculture, Transportation, Security etc.
Female jobs include: Teaching, Sales,
Computer Related Jobs.
Factories and buildings employ more
people than any female jobs.

3. Some Women are greater
than some Men
First Proof
We all know that men are stronger than
women and can beat any woman. That is
the major reason some say men are
always greater than women.
But if that is true that means that if a dog
chases a man from his friends house the
dog is greater than the man. Wrong.

Second Proof
Going through the streets of my area you
would see some women in vehicles (even
high class vehicles) and some men
trekking.

4. People with a lot of
servants can’t go to Heaven
First Proof
The earth was created to test people
before taking them to Heaven. And that is
why we don’t live forever on earth.
And thus, there is a need for workers in
Heaven since the earth has not been shut
down.
And so people who need a lot of servants
will not be able to get them in heaven.

5. The Idea is harder to get
than the Resource
That is to say, the resources needed to
bring an idea to life are not as hard to get
as the idea.

First Proof
Most children of wealthy parents have no
company like their parents.
I didn’t mean to insult anyone. Please
forgive me.

Second Proof
When there were only button phones I
was satisfied. And when touch-screen
phones were released I was shocked.
I never thought of that.

6. Money is a Weakling
First Proof
Money cannot change the laws of the
Government directly.

Second Proof
Money cannot buy a good friend. There is
no market for that.

Third Proof
Money cannot buy a new idea. There is no
market for that.

7. Not all Theories on Earth
are True
First Proof
A quick search on Google tells you that
factories employ a lot of workers.
Since man must eat, a factory boss might
not have enough resources for his
research and thus publishes half true
results.

Second Proof
This occurs in mathematics exams: a
student solved a mathematical problem
and was sure of his answer. But when the
teacher marks the student’s answer, he
finds something wrong from the reference
books the teacher used.

Furthermore, it is usually common for a
student to have gotten three steps right
while missing a single step. And this
single step would make his final result
wrong.

Third Proof
When I was younger I thought bread or
rice was the best food in the world. But
after a little while, I met Indomie
(noodles).

8. God is at times not a Man
First Proof
If you’ve been to a farm and make heaps
for yam, you would notice that a man
cannot make more than 3 - 8 heaps at a
go.
If God then was always a man, how did he
make the mountains?
And the Bible says (in Genesis) that it was
a short time.

Second Proof
How will God being a man check all the
parts of the earth to see that it is good in a
short time after creation.

9. God is at times Female
First Proof
Every boss has workers. And these
workers need to be trained.
In Statement 8 above we know that God is
at times very strong. We could call such
strong beings Sauron (or Superman).
Computers are needed to write books.
And a Liberian is needed to manage such
books.

Now the hands of a Sauron are too strong
and such a computer would be broken.
And thus God the Liberian is not a Sauron.
We know that females are cheaper than
males because of their lack of strengths.

And that females eat less food than males
of the same age.
Since there are many people (billions on
earth) and God would like to reduce costs,
God the Liberian is female.
If the God the Liberian is different from
God, she would not be able to answer
tough questions that his workers would
ask.

10. God doesn’t live on Earth
First Proof
Common knowledge defines God as the
one or among the ones who made this
earth and the people in it.
Checking the jobs we practice on earth,
Earth research and People research (that
is making of people) doesn’t happen on
earth.
And thus God would be wasting his time if
he lives on earth.
So therefore, God doesn’t live on earth.

11. The Root Teachers always
live on Earth
Examples of Root Teachers are the ones
who made computers or vehicles.

First Proof
There are many books (especially factory
books) and it could take a long while to
master.
It is not everything written in a book that
is clear. Students even after reading would
always ask questions.
Since there is a heaven, and people die.
Knowledge would soon be forgotten.
And so the Root Teachers are always
around to answer such questions.

